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buying from us this is the only place to purchase a zero gravity nostalgia serial number. simply add this item to your cart and proceed to checkout. you will be taken to our order page, and can select which of the three delivery options you want to use. we recommend delivery by courier, or delivery by registered
post. it will take a few days for your order to arrive, but you can track it by entering your order details on the tracking page. the original zero g had a serial number system that went up to zg-35. later models got zgs-10 to zg-11. zg-20 was special limited edition with a few firsts in the game for the first time. it was a
color, a zg-20, and the first model was an apollo orion. it even had wings on the model. there were two kinds of serial numbers for the zero g models: one was the model number and the other was a special number. for example, the zgs-10-30 was a zgs-10 with a special number. the zgs-10-50 was a zgs-10 with a
special number. the 'zero g nostalgia' is an updated version of one of our most popular models, now featuring a 3d printed lower and upper chassis with stainless steel hardware. it's ready to fly at a moment's notice, but if you don't think you have the space for a full sized radio-controlled airplane, it makes a very

nice light training model. the low sides are great for games where the plane's position doesn't matter, and it's easy to find a convenient location for the landing gear. and you can always put the landing gear back in if it ever does take off. the zero g nostalgia comes equipped with an enclosed three channel receiver
and an 8' 6mm servo for the throttle. it also includes a 5.8 gram battery that's removable, a spare servo, and a set of four propellers. we recommend using the included controller, since it lets you set the throttle range and trim, but if you're going to use it as a light-duty training model, you'll probably want to get a

set of real flight controls. 5ec8ef588b
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